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1. INTRODUCTION
Butnariu and Klement posed in Section 30.5 of their book ‘‘Triangular
w xNorm-Based Measures and Games with Fuzzy Coalitions’’ 6 the problem
whether a Lyapunov type theorem holds true for T -measures, 0 - s - ‘s
Ž .see Definitions 2.3 and 2.4 and they pointed out the importance of this
problem for the theory of a certain class of games.
As the main result of this paper, we furnish the solution of this problem.
ŽWe obtain a Lyapunov theorem for T -measures this result is announceds
w x.without proofs in 4 by force of the classical Lyapunov theorem and the
representation theorem 3.2, which says that every T -measure is the sum ofs
a linear integral measure and a support measure. This representation
wtheorem answers another question posed by Butnariu and Klement 6,
x w xSection 30.3 and successively by Mesiar and Navara 10 .
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we shall develop the basic definitions and notations used
in this paper. We shall follow the terminology of Butnariu and Klement
w x6 .
w x w x w xDEFINITION 2.1. A function T : 0, 1 = 0, 1 “ 0, 1 is called triangular
Ž .norm t-norm for short if it satisfies the following conditions:
Ž .Boundary condition: T x, 1 s x.
Ž . Ž .Monotonicity: T x, y F T x, z whenever y F z.
Ž . Ž .Commutativity: T x, y s T y, x .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . .Associativity: T x, T y, z s T T x, y , z .
If T is a triangular norm, then the corresponding triangular conorm
Ž . w x w x w xt-conorm for short is the function S: 0, 1 = 0, 1 “ 0, 1 defined by
Ž . Ž .S x, y [ 1 y T 1 y x, 1 y y .
w x Ž . w xA t-norm T on 0, 1 satisfies T x, 0 s 0 for x g 0, 1 . The correspond-
ing t-conorm S is monotone, commutative, associative, and satisfies the
Ž . Ž . w xboundary conditions S x, 0 s x and S x, 1 s 1 for x g 0, 1 .
 4We observe that the restrictions of T and S to 0, 1 coincide with
conjunction and disjunction.
Ž .A t-norm T is called strict if it is continuous and satisfies T x, y -
Ž .T x, z whenever x ) 0 and y - z.
We may regard a given t-norm T and its corresponding t-conorm S as
w x Ž .binary operations in 0, 1 and we also write xTy and xSy instead of T x, y
Ž . n 1 nand S x, y . We define T x inductively by T x [ x and T x [is1 i is1 i 1 is1 i
Ž ny1 . ‘ n ŽT x Tx . Moreover, we put T x [ lim T x . Note that this limitis1 i n is1 i n is1 i
Ž . w x Ž n .exists, since for each sequence x in 0, 1 the sequence T x isn is1 i
. n ‘decreasing. Analogously, one defines S x and S x . We extend T andis1 i is1 i
w xV Ž .Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Ž .S to 0, 1 pointwise, i.e., fTg x [ T f x , g x and fSg x [
Ž Ž . Ž .. w xV C CŽ .S f x , g x . If f g 0, 1 , the complement f is defined by f x [ 1 y
Ž .f x .
w xVDEFINITION 2.2. A subfamily T of 0, 1 containing the zero function 0
and being closed under the operation T and under complementation will
Ž .be called a T-clan in V . A T-tribe is a T-clan T with the property that
‘ Ž . NT f g T for all sequences f g T .ns1 n n
The concept of triangular norm-based clans and tribes is a natural
generalization, respectively, of the notion of algebras and s-algebras. If T
 4consists only of 0, 1 -valued functions on V, then T is, respectively, a clan
or a tribe iff T is an algebra or a s-algebra identifying sets with their
characteristic functions.
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let m: T “ G be a function of a T-clan T with values
in a topological commutative group. Then m is called a T-¤aluation if
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m 0 s 0 and m fTg q m fSg s m f q m g for all f , g g T. m is called
a T-measure if it is a T-valuation and continuous from the left in the
following sense:
lim m f s m f whenever f g T N , f › f , and f g T .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
w xHere we deal with the Frank family of t-norms T , s g 0, ‘ .s
w xDEFINITION 2.4. For each s g 0, ‘ , the Frank t-norms are defined by
the formulas
T x , y [ min x , y ,Ž . Ž .0
T x , y [ xy ,Ž .1
T x , y [ max x q y y 1, 0 ,Ž . Ž .‘
x ys y 1 s y 1Ž . Ž .
 4T x , y [ log 1 q if s g 0, ‘ _ 1 .Ž . Ž .s s s y 1
The t-norm T is called the Łukasiewicz t-norm.‘
The following functional equation is characteristic for the Frank t-norms.
w x Ž .THEOREM 2.5 9 . a Let T be a Frank t-norm and S its dual t-conorm.
Then
T x , y q S x , y s x q y )Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xis satisfied for all x, y g 0, 1 .
Ž . Ž .b T is a strict t-norm satisfying the functional equation ) iff T s Ts
Ž .for some s g 0, ‘ .
We point out that in this paper we make use only of this characteriza-
tion for T -norms and not of their definitions.s
Ž . w x Ž .PROPOSITION 2.6 a 6, Section 1.2, Proposition 2.7 . For s g 0, ‘ ,
each T -tribe is a T -tribe, each T -tribe is a T -tribe, and each T -tribe is as ‘ ‘ 0 0
w xVs-sublattice of 0, 1 .
Ž . Ž xb If m is a T -measure on a T -tribe T with s g 0, ‘ , then it is also as s
Ž Ž . .T -¤aluation or equi¤alently, m is a modular function with m 0 s 0 .0
Ž . w xProposition 2.6 b is proved in 6, Section 2.5, Lemma 5.5 in the
real-valued case, but the proof also works in the group-valued case.
Ž .Let T be a T-clan, and denote by C T the class of the characteristic
functions which belong to T. We shall identify the subsets of V with their
characteristic functions.
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let T be a T -tribe.‘
Ž . w Ž .x Ž .a 6, 2.6 iii . Then C T is a s-algebra of subsets.
Ž . w x Ž .b 6, 3.2 . Any function of T is measurable with respect to C T .
Ž . Ž .c f x g T for any f g T and A g C T .A
Ž .Proof of Proposition 2.7 c . f x s f n x belongs to T by PropositionA A
Ž .2.6 a .
w xPROPOSITION 2.8 1, 1.8 . A function m: T “ G on a T -clan with ¤alues‘
in a commutati¤e group is a T -¤aluation iff‘
Ž . Ž .1 m 0 s 0, and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 m f q g s m f q m g whene¤er f , g g T and f q g F 1.
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let m be a T-measure on a T-clan T and f g T withn
Ž . Ž .mutually disjoint support. Then m Ý f s Ý m f .ng N n ng N n
Proof. Since fSg s f q g and fTg s 0, under the given assumptions
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m fSg q m fTg s m f q m g gives m f q g s m f q m g . By in-
Ž n . n Ž .duction, we can prove m Ý f s Ý m f and taking limits, by theis1 i is1 i
Ž . Ž .continuity from the left of m, we have m Ý f s Ým f .n n
Ž . Ž .From Propositions 2.9, 2.6 a , and 2.7 a , it is clear that the restriction to
Ž .C T of a T -measure defined on a T -tribe T is a s-additive measure ins s
the classical sense.
Ž .  Ž .NOTATION 2.10. For a T -measure m on T, let N m [ f g T: m gs
4s 0 for all g F f , g g T be the ideal of ‘‘m-null fuzzy sets.’’ If a property
Ž .holds for all x g V_ A for some A g N m , we say that it holds m-almost
everywhere or m-a.e.
PROPOSITION 2.11. If m is a T -measure on a T -tribe T and f , g g T ands s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f x s g x m-a.e., then m f s m g .
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž .Proof. Let A [ x: f x / g x . Then f x s g x and m f xV _ A V _ A A
Ž . Ž . Ž .s 0 s m g x since A g N m . Hence by Proposition 2.9, m f sA
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m f x q m f x s m g x q m g x s m g .V _ A A V _ A A
w xPROPOSITION 2.12 8 . Let m: T “ G be a T -¤aluation on a T -clan with0 0
Ž .  < Ž . Ž . <¤alues in a normed commutati¤e group. Then d a, b [ sup m f y m g :m
4f , g g T, a n b F f F g F a k b defines a pseudometric on T, i.e., a sym-
w xmetric function d : T = T “ 0, ‘ satisfying the triangular inequality andm
Ž . Ž . Ž .d a, a s 0 for any a g T. Moreo¤er, d a n c, b n c F d a, b andm m m
Ž . Ž .d a k c, b k c F d a, b for a, b, c g T.m m
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w xThe uniformity induced by d is called in 3, 12 the m-uniformity and itm
is there used in the study of T -measures and modular functions.‘
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let m: T “ G be a T -measure on a T -clan with0 0
Ž . Ž .¤alues in a normed commutati¤e group. Then d f , f “ 0 whene¤er f gm n n
T N, f g T, and f › f.n
The proof of Proposition 2.13 can be done in a fashion similar to the
w xproof of 12, 3.5 .
3. REPRESENTATION OF T -MEASURESs
Ž .A support measure is a function on a T -tribe T of the form n f [‘
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 4r supp f , where supp f [ x g V: f x ) 0 and r is a s-additive
Ž .measure defined on C T .
A linear integral measure is a function on a T -tribe T of the form‘
Ž . Ž .m f [ Hf dl, where l is a s-additive measure on C T .‘
It is easy to see that every support measure and every linear integral
measure on a T -tribe is a T -measure. Therefore, the sum of a linears s
integral measure and a support measure is a T -measure. Butnariu ands
w xKlement 6 proved that every real-valued monotone T -measure on as
T -tribe T can be decomposed into the sum of a support measure, a linears
0 Žintegral measure, and a ‘‘monotonically irreducible’’ T -measure m in thes
w x.sense of 6, Definition 8.5 . They observed that under additional assump-
0 w xtions, m is the zero measure 6, pp. 62, 68 . Successively, Mesiar and
w x 0Navara 10 proved that m s 0 if m is real-valued and monotone, i.e., that
any real-valued monotone T -measure on a T -tribe is the sum of a linears s
integral measure and a support measure. They asked if this is also true for
nonmonotone T -measures. We here give a positive answer to this ques-s
tion, even for Banach space-valued T -measures.s
The main result of this section is the following representation theorem
of T -measures, which can be proved without extra work for measures withs
Žvalues in a normed commutative group. For a generalization for measures
.in arbitrary topological commutative groups, see Remark 3.12.
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. For s g 0, ‘ , e¤ery T -measure m: T “ G on a T -tribes s
with ¤alues in a complete normed commutati¤e group is the sum of a support
measure n : T “ G and a T -measure m : T “ G such that d F d and‘ ‘ n m
d F d .m m‘
w xCombining this theorem with the representation theorem 2, 4.4 for
T -measures, we obtain the following.‘
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Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. For s g 0, ‘ , e¤ery Banach space-¤alued T -measures
m: T “ E on a T -tribe is the sum of a support measure n : T “ E and as
linear integral measure m : T “ E such that d F d and d F d .‘ n m m m‘
We divide the proof of Theorem 3.1 into a series of lemmata. In the
following lemmata, we have the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1;
moreover, we put T s T and S s S .s s
w xThe next two lemmata play an essential role also in the proofs of 6, 2.7
w xand 6, 7.1 . We give here a more elementary proof of these facts.
w xLEMMA 3.3. Let a , b g 0, 1 and a [ a Sb , b [ a Tb for1 1 nq1 n n nq1 n n
n g N. Then a › a S b and b x a T b .n 1 ‘ 1 n 1 ‘ 1
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, we have a q b s a q b . By the monotonic-n n 1 1
Ž . Ž .ity of T and S, the sequences a and b are monotone and thereforen n
convergent. Let a [ lim a and b [ lim b . Then a q b s a q b . Onn n n n 1 1
the other hand, b s a Tb implies b s aTb by the continuity of T ;nq1 n n
therefore, 1Tb s b s aTb. Hence, because T is strict, either b s 0 and
a s a q b or a s 1 and b s a q b y 1. In the first case, we have1 1 1 1
a s a S b and b s a q b y a s a q b y a S b s a T b by Theo-1 ‘ 1 1 1 1 1 1 ‘ 1 1 ‘ 1
rem 2.5. In the second case, we have b s a T b and a s a q b y b s a1 ‘ 1 1 1 1
q b y a T b s a S b .1 1 ‘ 1 1 ‘ 1
LEMMA 3.4. For any f , g g T, there exists a function h g T such that1 1
f S g s f Sh.1 ‘ 1 1
Proof. Let f [ f Sg , g [ f Tg . Then f › f S g by Lemmanq1 n n nq1 n n n 1 ‘ 1
3.3. Let h [ f and h [ g for n g N. By induction we obtain1 1 nq1 n
Sn h s f . Moreover, Sn h is a monotone sequence convergent to ais1 i n is2 i
Ž n .function h g T. So f S S h › f Sh. By the associativity of S, we have1 is2 i 1
n nŽ .f S S h s S h s f . Since the limit is unique, f Sh s f S g .1 is2 i is1 i n 1 1 ‘ 1
LEMMA 3.5. For any f , g g T with f F g, there exist h , h g T such that1 2
Ž . Ž .i g s fSh and ii f s gTh .1 2
Ž .Proof. i Apply Lemma 3.4 with f s f and g s g y f.1 1
Ž . Ž . Žii Since 1 y g F 1 y f , by i there exists h such that 1 y f s 10
. ŽŽ . Ž ..y g Sh . Put h [ 1 y h , then we have f s 1 y 1 y g S 1 y h s0 2 0 2
gTh .2
Ž .LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that m g “ 0 whene¤er T 2 g x0 and supp gn n n
s supp g for all n g N. Then m is a T -measure.1 ‘
Proof. It suffices to prove that m is a T -valuation and by Proposition‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.8 that m f q g s m f q m g whenever f , g g T and f q g F 1.
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Define f and g by f [ f , g [ g and f [ f Sg , g [ f Tgn n 0 0 nq1 n n nq1 n n
 4 Ž . Ž .for n g N j 0 . These sequences belong to T. Since m f q m gnq1 nq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s m f q m g , induction upon n yields m f q m g s m f q m gn n n n
for all n g N. By Lemma 3.3, we have f › f q g and g x0. Consequently,n n
by the continuity from the left of m and by the additional assumption of
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 3.6, we have lim m f s m f q g and lim m g s 0. There-n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .fore, m f q g s lim m f q lim m g s m f q m g .n n
Ž .LEMMA 3.7. There exist a set V g C T and c g T with the following1 n
properties:
Ž .i supp c s V for all n g N; c x0;n 1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4ii f x x x g 0, 1 m-a.e. for e¤ery f g T and V [ V_V .V 2 12
Proof. Consider the system
M [ A g C T : there exists f g T with 0 - f x - 1 for all x g A . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .Pick a maximal disjoint family F in M _ N m . We first prove that this
Ž .  < Ž . < 4family is at most countable. Put m A [ sup m f : f g T, f F x and˜ A
1 ‘ Ž . 4A [ A g F: m A G . Then F s D A . It suffices to prove that˜n ns1 nn
 Ž . 4  Ž . 4A g F: m A ) « is finite for every « ) 0. In fact, if A g F: m A ) «˜ ˜
Ž .was infinite for some « ) 0, we could select a disjoint sequence A in Fn
Ž . < Ž . <and a sequence f in T such that f F x and m f ) « . Hence, byn n A nn
Ž ‘ . ‘ Ž . Ž .Proposition 2.9, m Ý f s Ý m f , and therefore, m f “ 0, which is a1 n 1 n n
< Ž . <contradiction with m f ) « .n
 Ž . 4For A g F, let g g T such that A s x g V: 0 - g x - 1 . SinceA A
Ž .the family F is countable and disjoint, we have V [ D A g C T ,1 Ag F
Ž .g [ Ý g g T, and 0 - g x - 1 for x g V . Let g [ g and c [Ag F A 1 n n
n w xT g for n g N. Then supp c s supp g s V and by 6, 1.11 , c x0. Letis1 i n 1 n
Ž . Ž .  4now f g T. We show that f x x x g 0, 1 m-a.e., where V [ V_V .V 2 12
Ž . Ž Ž ..Since f is measurable with respect to C T see Proposition 2.7 b , the set
 Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .E [ x g V : 0 - f x - 1 belongs to C T . If E f N m , F j E would2
Ž .be a disjoint family in M _ N m , a contradiction with the maximality of F.
We are now able to define a support measure n and a T -measure m ,‘ ‘
which allow us to decompose m in the form m s n q m . We define r and‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n by r A [ m x q lim m x c for A g C T and n f [Al V n Al V n2 1
Ž .r supp f for f g T and put m [ m y n .‘
We shall show that
Ž .a the limit in the definition of r exists,
Ž .b r is a s-additive measure,
Ž .c m is a T -measure, and‘ ‘
Ž .d d F d and d F d .n m m m‘
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LEMMA 3.8. Let f , g, h g T with f F g F 1 y h and supp f s supp g.
Then there exist r, s, t g T with s G r G h, t G h, and
m g y m f s m t y m h q m s y m r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. Put h [ h, g [ g, h [ h Sg , g s h Tg for n g N.1 1 nq1 n n nq1 n n
By Lemma 3.3, h › h q g and g x0.n n
 Ž . Ž .4  Ž .Let A [ supp f , A [ x g A: f x s g x , A [ x g A: g x F0 n nq1
Ž . Ž .4f x - g x for n ) 0. From the measurability of f and g with respect ton
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .  4C T see Proposition 2.7 b , we derive A g C T for n g N j 0 .n
‘ Ž .Since g x0, one gets A s D A . By Lemma 3.5 ii , there exists r g T˜n ns0 n n
Ž .for n g N such that f x s r T g x . Then r [ r x g T by Prop-˜ ˜A n n A n n An n n
Ž . Ž .osition 2.7 c and f x s r T g x . Evidently, supp r s A ; moreover,A n n A n nn n
Ž .we observe r G h x as r T g x s f x G g x s h x Tg x .n n A n n A A nq1 A n A n An n n n n n
Ž .Let s [ r S g x . Then r F s g T. Since m is a T-valuation, wen n n A n nn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .obtain m s q m f x s m r q m g x . Moreover, induction upon nn A n n An n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .yields m hx q m g x s m h x q m g x . Subtracting and rear-A A n A n An n n n
ranging, we obtain from the last two equalities
m g x y m f x s m h x y m hx q m s y m r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .A A n A A n nn n n n
Summing up and using Proposition 2.9, we get
m g x y m f xÝ ÝA Až / ž /n n
n)0 n)0
s m h x y m hx q m s y m r .Ý Ý Ý Ýn A A n nž / ž / ž / ž /n n
n)0 n)0 n)0 n)0
Then r [ Ý r x q hx q hx c , s [ Ý s x q hx q hx c , tn) 0 n A A A n) 0 n A A An 0 n 0
[ Ý h x q hx q hx c fulfill the properties stated in the lemma.n) 0 n A A An 0
LEMMA 3.9. Let A ; V and f , g g T such that g x0, f x0, andn n n n
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..supp f s supp g s A. Then m f and m g con¤erge and ha¤e then n n n
same limit.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i We first prove that m f y m g converges to 0 in the casen n
that f F g for all n g N. Let « ) 0. Since g x0, we have 1 y g ›1.n n n n
< Ž .Therefore, by Proposition 2.13, there exists n g N such that m s y0
Ž . < w xm r - « for every s, r g 1 y g , 1 . Let h [ 1 y g and n G n . Sincen n 00 0
Ž . Ž .f F g F 1 y h, an appeal to Lemma 3.8 reveals that m g y m f sn n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m t y m h q m s y m r for suitable functions r, s, t g T with r, s, t g
w x < Ž . Ž . < < Ž . Ž . < < Ž .h, 1 . Since m t y m h - « and m s y m r - « , we obtain m f yn
Ž . <m g F 2« .n
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii By i , the sequences m f y m f n g and m f n g yn n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .m g converge to 0. Therefore, also the sum m f y m g convergesn n n
to 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Applying ii for any arbitrary sequence g of f , we obtainn n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that m f y m g “ 0 for any subsequence g of f . Therefore,n n n n
Ž Ž ..m f is a Cauchy sequence, hence convergent.n
We now complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 3.1. a By Lemma 3.9, r is well defined.
Ž .b r is a s-additive measure: By Proposition 2.9, r defined byn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r A s m x q m x c is a s-additive measure on C T forn Al V Al V n2 1
Ž .every n g N. Therefore, also the pointwise limit of the sequence r is an
ws-additive measure by the Nikodym Convergence Theorem 6, Theorem 8,´
xp. 309 .
Ž . Ž .c m is a T -measure: We first observe that V g N m . In fact, if‘ ‘ 2 ‘
Ž . Ž . Žg g T and A [ supp g ; V , then g x s x x m-a.e. see Lemma2 A
Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3.7 ii and therefore, m g s m x s r A s n g , hence m g s m gA ‘
Ž .y n g s 0. We now use 3.9 to verify that m satisfies the assumptions of
Ž .Lemma 3.6. We have to show that m g “ 0 whenever T 2 g x0 and‘ n n
Ž .supp g s supp g for all n g N. Since m g x s 0, we can supposen 1 ‘ n V 2
that A [ supp g ; V . Then x c x0, g x0, and supp x c s supp g1 1 A n n A n n
Ž . Ž .s A. By Lemma 3.9, we obtain lim m x c s lim m g . By the defini-n A n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion of n , we have n g s r A s limm x c for every m g N. There-m A n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .fore, n g s lim m g and m g s m g y n g s m g ym n n ‘ m m m m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lim m g , hence lim m g s lim m g y lim m g s 0. It followsn n ‘ m m m n n
by Lemma 3.6 that m is a T -measure.‘ ‘
Ž .d Let f , g, a, b g T with f n g F a F b F f k g and A s supp a
and B s supp b.
Put h [ bx and h [ bx q bx n c . Then h, h gA n Ž Al V .j V ŽV _ A. n n1 2 1
T and f n g F h F h F f k g. With Proposition 2.9 and Lemmas 3.7n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and 3.9, we obtain m h y m h s m bx q m bx n c sn V _ A V _ A n2 1
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . . ŽŽ . .m x q m bx n c “ r B_ A l V q r B_ A l VŽB _ A.l V V _ A n 2 12 1
Ž . < Ž . Ž . < < Ž . < < Ž . Ž . <n “ ‘ , hence n b y n a s r B_ A s lim m h y m h Fn
Ž . Ž . Ž .d f , g . It follows that d f , g F d f , g .m n m
Put a [ a q bx n c q bx . Then a g T and f n g F a F bn V _ A n V _ A n n1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F f k g. With Proposition 2.9, we obtain m b y m a s m b q r Bn ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ym a y r A y m bx n c y m bx , hence m b y m a “‘ V _ A n V _ A n1 2
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .m b y m a n “ ‘ since m bx n c “ r B l V _ A n “ ‘‘ ‘ V _ A n 11
Ž . Ž .. < Ž . Ž . < Ž .and m bx s r B l V _ A . Hence, m b y m a F d f , g . ItV _ A 2 ‘ ‘ m1
Ž . Ž .follows that d f , g F d f , g .m m‘
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Ž .If T, d is complete, the decomposition m s m q n of Theorem 3.1m ‘
and Corollary 3.2 can be obtained by a decomposition of V.
THEOREM 3.10. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.1, the pseudometric
Ž . Ž . Ž .space T, d is complete iff there exists a set V g C T such that n f [m 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .m f x defines a support measure and m f [ m f x a T -measureV ‘ V _ V ‘0 0
on T. In this case, we ha¤e m s m q n .‘
Proof. « We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.1. As c x0,n
Ž . Ž .the sequence c converges to 0 with respect to d , so c is a Cauchyn m n‘
Ž . Ž .sequence with respect to d ; moreover, since d c , c s 0, c is am n i j n‘
Ž .Cauchy sequence with respect to d . As d F d q d , c is a Cauchyn m m n n‘
Ž .sequence with respect to d . Since T, d is complete, there exists h suchm m
Ž .that c converges to h in T, d . Set H [ supp h and V [ V j H.n m 0 2
Ž . Ž .Our aim is to show that V g N m and V_V g N n . This will give0 ‘ 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .the proof. In fact, for f g T, we then obtain n f s n f x s m f xV V0 0
Ž .s n f , hence n s n and m s m y n s m y n s m .‘ ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .V g N m : Since V g N m , it suffices to prove H g N m . Now0 ‘ 2 ‘ ‘
Ž . w xlim d c , 0 s 0 by 12, 3.5 , since m is s-order continuous, andm n ‘‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .lim d c , h F lim d c , h s 0. Hence, d 0, h s 0. Define h [ h andm n m n m 0‘ ‘
w xh [ h S h for n g N. Since S is, by 3, Section 2 , a continuousn ny1 ‘ ‘
Ž . Ž .operation on T, d , we obtain, by induction, d 0, h s 0 for n g N.m m n‘ ‘
Ž .Since h › x , we obtain d h , x “ 0 by Proposition 2.13. It followsn H m n H‘
Ž .that d 0, x s 0.m H‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .V_V g N n : Let A [ supp f ; V_V . Then n f s r A s0 0
Ž .lim m c x , since A l V s B. As c x s c n x “ h nn Al V 2 n Al V n Al V1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .x in T, d and h n x s 0, we have lim m c x s m 0 s 0Al V m Al V n Al V1 1 1
Ž .and therefore, n f s 0.
w x Ž . Ž Ž . .¥. By 1.1.4 of 13 , T, d and C T , d are complete. Therefore,m n‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .T, d is complete. Let f be a Cauchy sequence in T, d . Sincen n m
Ž .d F d , d F d , f is a Cauchy sequence with respect to d and d .m m n m n m n‘ ‘
Ž . Ž .By the completeness of T, d and T, d , there are functions g and hn m‘
such that f “ g with respect to d and f “ h with respect to d .n m n n‘
Therefore, f “ hx q g x with respect to d .n V V _ V m0 0
It is clear that the decomposition m s m q n given in Theorem 3.1 and‘
Corollary 3.2 is not unique: If T is a s-algebra of sets and m: T “ E is a
Ž .s-additive measure in the usual sense , then m is a support measure as
well as a linear integral measure and so m has two representations
m s m q n s m q n , where m s n s 0 and n s m s m.‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
We now show that the main result of this section also remains true in
the nonmetrizable case. Here we use the following description of r.
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PROPOSITION 3.11. Let n be the support measure constructed in the proof
< Ž .  4of Theorem 3.1 and r s n . Consider T A [ f g T: supp f s A forCŽT .
Ž . Ž . Ž .A g C T as downwards directed system. Then r A s lim m f .f g T Ž A.
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. Suppose that for some A g C T , the net m f doesf g T Ž A.
Ž .not converge to r A . Then there exists « ) 0 such that for every
Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž . <g g T A , there is an f g T A with f F g and m f y r A ) « . In
Ž .particular, for g [ x q c x , there is an f g T A with f F gAl V n Al V n n2 1
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž . Ž .and m f y r A ) « . Since f x x x s x x m-a.e., we haven n V Al V2 2
Ž . Ž . < Ž .m f x s r A l V by the definition of r. Therefore, m f x yn V 2 n V2 1
Ž . < < Ž . Ž . < Ž .r A l V s m f y r A ) « . On the other hand, lim m f x s1 n n V 1
Ž . Ž .lim m c x s r A l V by Lemma 3.9, a contradiction.n Al V 11
REMARK 3.12. Let G be a Hausdorff complete topological commutati¤e
Ž .group, s g 0, ‘ , and m: T “ G a T -measure on a T -tribe.s s
Ž .a Then m is the sum of a support measure n and a T -measure m .‘ ‘
Ž .b If G is a locally con¤ex linear space, then the T -measure m is a‘ ‘
linear integral measure.
Ž .Proof. a It is well known that every Hausdorff complete topological
commutative group G is embedded into a product Ł G of com-ig I i
Ž . Ž .plete normed commutative groups. Let m s m . Define r A [i ig I i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lim m f for A g C T , n f [ r supp f , and m f [ m ff g T Ž A. i i i ‘, i i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .yn f for f g T. Then r A [ r A s lim m f g G. Byi i ig I f g T Ž A.
Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.11, n [ n and m [ m are,i ig I ‘ ‘, i ig I
respectively, a support measure and a T -measure and m s n q m .‘ ‘
Ž . w xb follows from the integral representation theorem 2, 3.2 for
T -measures.‘
4. ATOMLESS T -MEASURES AND m-CHAINED T -TRIBESs s
In order to prove a Lyapunov type theorem for T -measure, we are goings
to look for conditions that ensure the convexity of the range. The classical
Lyapunov theorem would suggest the assumption that the T -measure iss
atomless. But Example 4.2 shows that a Lyapunov type theorem fails for
atomless T -measures. We will see that the right condition is here thes
condition introduced in Definition 4.3.
In this section, let T be a T -tribe in V and G a normed commutati¤e‘
group.
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let m: T “ G be a T -valuation. An element f of T0
Ž .is called a m-atom if d f , 0 ) 0 and, for any g g T and g F f , eitherm
Ž . Ž .d g, 0 s 0 or d f , g s 0. m is called atomless if there are no m-atomsm m
in T.
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let I be the closed real unit interval. Define m: I “ R
Ž . Ž .by m a s a q 1 if 0 - a F 1 and m 0 s 0. Then m is an atomless
Ž .T -measure for any s g 0, ‘ , but its range is neither convex nor compact.s
w xWe would like to make understandable this negative result. In 11 , it
was pointed out that the condition that a measure m on a Boolean algebra
is atomless is often only useful if the Boolean algebra is complete with
respect to the m-uniformity. Also in Example 4.2, T is not complete with
respect to the metric d . The counterpart to atomless measures in them
noncomplete cases are measures which are ‘‘strongly continuous’’ in the
w x Ž .terminology of 5 , i.e., which satisfy the condition 2 of Proposition 4.5.
wThis concept is equivalent to the following one introduced in 12, Section
x5 in a more general setting.
DEFINITION 4.3. Let m: T “ G be a T -valuation. We say that T is0
m-chained if for every positive real number « and every f , g g T with
f F g, there is a finite increasing sequence f s f F f F ??? F f s g in T0 1 n
Ž .such that d f , f F « for i s 1, . . . , n.m iy1 i
PROPOSITION 4.4. For a T -measure m : T “ G, the following conditions‘ ‘
are equi¤alent:
Ž .1 T is m -chained.‘
Ž . n2 For e¤ery « ) 0, there are f , . . . , f g T such that Ý f s 1 and1 n is1 i
Ž .d f , 0 F « for i s 1, . . . , n.m i‘
Ž .3 m is atomless.‘
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž . w xProof. 1 m 2 was proved in 1, 2.4 . 1 m 3 follows from 3, 6.2.2
Ž . w xobserving that the pseudometric space T, d is complete by 13, 1.1.4 .m‘
<PROPOSITION 4.5. Let n : T “ G be a support measure and r [ n .C ŽT .
Then the following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .1 C T is r-chained.
Ž . Ž . n2 For e¤ery « ) 0, there are A , . . . , A g C T such that D A1 n is1 i
Ž .s V and d A , B F « for i s 1, . . . , n.r i
Ž .3 r is atomless.
Ž .4 T is n-chained.
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Ž . n5 For e¤ery « ) 0, there are f , . . . , f g T such that Ý f s 1 and1 n is1 i
Ž .d f , 0 F « for i s 1, . . . , n.n i
Ž .6 n is atomless.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The equivalence of 1 , 2 , and 3 is well known and a special
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .case of Proposition 4.4. The implications 2 « 5 and 4 « 6 obviously
hold.
Ž . Ž .5 « 4 . Let a, b g T with a F b and « a positive real number. By
Ž . n Ž .5 , there are f , . . . , f g T such that Ý f s 1 and d f , 0 F « for1 n is1 i n i
Ž .i s 1, . . . , n. Put g [ a and g [ g q f n b for i s 1, . . . , n. Then0 i iy1 i
w x Ža s g F ??? F g s b. Let now h , h g g , g and A s supp h j s0 n 1 2 iy1 i j j
. Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 2 . Then A _ A , A _ A ; supp f , hence n h y n h s r A _ A2 1 1 2 i 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y r A _ A s n f x y n f x . It follows that d g , g F2 1 i A _ A i A _ A n iy1 i1 2 2 1
Ž .2 d f , 0 F 2« .n i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .6 « 3 . Let A g C T _ N r . Then x g T _ N n and so by 6A
Ž . Ž .there is an f g T with 0 F f F x , d f , 0 ) 0, and d f , x ) 0. Then,A n n A
Ž . Ž .for B [ supp f , we have B ; A, d B, B ) 0, and d B, A ) 0. There-r r
fore, A is not a r-atom.
The assumption of the following proposition is motivated by the repre-
sentation theorem 3.1 for T -measures.s
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let m : T “ G be a T -measure, n : T “ G a support‘ ‘
measure, and m s m q n . Assume further that d F d and d F d . Then‘ m m n m‘
the following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž .1 T is m-chained.
Ž . n2 For e¤ery « ) 0, there are f , . . . , f g T such that Ý f s 1 and1 n is1 i
Ž .d f , 0 F « for i s 1, . . . , n.m i
Ž .3 m and n are atomless.‘
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 « 3 . If T is m-chained, then T is also m -chained and‘
n-chained since d F d and d F d . Therefore, m and n are atomless,m m n m ‘‘
see Propositions 4.4 and 4.5.
Ž . Ž . Ž3 « 1 . For this implication we do not need the assumption that
.d F d and d F d . First observe that d F d q d since m s m q n .m m n m m m n ‘‘ ‘
Let a, b g T with a F b and « a positive real number. Since T is
m -chained by Proposition 4.4, there are g , . . . , g g T with a s g F ???‘ 1 n 0
Ž . Ž .F g s b and d g , g - « i s 1, . . . , n . Since T is n-chained byn m iy1 i‘
 4Proposition 4.5, there are, for each i g 1, . . . , n , functions h g T withi, j
Ž . Ž .g s h F ??? F h s g and d h , h - « j s 1, . . . , k . Theniy1 i, 0 i, k i n i, jy1 i, j ii
 4h : i s 0, . . . , n; j s 0, . . . , k is a finite chain from a to b such that thei, j i
distance with respect to d of two consecutive elements is less than 2« .m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 m 3 can be proved in a similar way as 1 m 3 .
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Ž .COROLLARY 4.7. Let m: T “ G be a T -measure for some s g 0, ‘ .s
Ž .a Then T is m-chained iff for e¤ery « ) 0, there are f , . . . , f g T1 n
n Ž .such that Ý f s 1 and d f , 0 F « for i s 1, . . . , n.is1 i m i
Ž . Ž .b If T, d is complete, then T is m-chained iff m atomless.m
Corollary 4.7 follows from Proposition 4.6 and Theorems 3.1 and 3.10.
5. LYAPUNOV THEOREM FOR T -MEASURESs
This section is devoted to a Lyapunov type theorem for T -measuress
Ž .Corollary 5.2 . We prove this theorem making use of the classical Lya-
punov theorem for measures on s-algebras and of the representation
theorem 3.2.
THEOREM 5.1. Let l g N, T be a T -tribe T, m : T “ R l a T -measure,‘ ‘ ‘
l Žw x.n : T “ R a support measure, and m s m q n . Then m f , g is con¤ex for‘
any f , g g T with f F g iff T is m-chained.
By this theorem, it is evident that the condition that T is m-chained is
the right condition to entail the convexity of the range.
Combining Theorem 5.1 with the representation theorem 3.2, we obtain
the following.
Ž . lCOROLLARY 5.2. Let l g N, s g 0, ‘ , and m: T “ R be a T -measures
Ž .on a T -tribe such that T is m-chained. Then m T is con¤ex.s
Žw x.Proof of Theorem 5.1. If m f , g is convex for any f , g g T with
w xf F g, then T is m-chained by 2.2.2 of 13 .
We divide the proof of the other implication in a series of lemmata.
In the following lemmata, we ha¤e the same assumptions as in Theorem
< < Ž . w x5.1. Let l [ m and r [ n . Then m f s Hf dl by 2, 4.4 andC ŽT . CŽT .‘ ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . ln f s r supp f for f g T. For e¤ery h g T, we define m : C T “ R byh
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m A [ m hx ; analogously, we put m A [ Hhx dl and n A [h A ‘, h A h
Ž .r supp h l A .
Žw x.LEMMA 5.3. Let m and m be atomless. Then m f , g is con¤ex forh ‘, h
any f , g g T with f F g.
Ž . w x w xProof. i Let t g 0, 1 and h g T. Then there exists h g 0, h sucht
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..that m h s tm h . Since m C T is convex by the Lyapunov Convexityt h
Ž .Theorem for s-additive measures on s-algebras, there exists C g C Tt
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .such that m C s tm V . Then x h g 0, h and m x h s m C sh t h C C h tt t
Ž . Ž .tm V s tm h .h
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Ž . w xii Let t g 0, 1 and f , g g T with f F g and supp f s supp g.
w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then there exists h g f , g such that m h s 1 y t m f q tm g : Sincet t
Ž Ž ..m C T is convex by the Lyapunov Convexity Theorem, there exists‘, gyf
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E g C T such that m E s tm V . Set h [ f q x g y f .t ‘, gyf t ‘, gyf t Et
w xThen h g f , g and supp h s supp f \ S. Nowt t
m h s r S q m h s r S q m f q m EŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t ‘ t ‘ ‘ , gyf t
s r S q m f q tm VŽ . Ž . Ž .‘ ‘ , gyf
s r S q m f q tm g y tm f s 1 y t m f q tm g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ ‘ ‘
Ž . Žw x.iii Let f , g g T with f F g. We show that m f , g is convex: Let
w x w x t g 0, 1 and a g f , g . We split V into four parts: A [ x g V:i 1
Ž . 4  Ž . 4  Ž . 4 a x s 0 , A [ x g V: a x ) 0 l x g V: a x s 0 , A [ x g1 2 1 2 3
Ž . Ž . 4  Ž . Ž . 4V: a x G a x ) 0 , A [ x g V: a x ) a x ) 0 . A , . . . , A1 2 4 2 1 1 4
Ž .form a partition of V. It follows for i s 1, 2 from i and for i s 3, 4 from
Ž . w xii that there exists a g f x , g x such that supp a ; A andi, t A A i, t ii i
tm a x q 1 y t m a x s m a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 A 1 A i , ti i
Summing up the four equalities, we get by Proposition 2.9
4
w xtm a q 1 y t m a s m a g m f , g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 1 i , tž /
is1
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that l is atomless, r g l, and h g T. Then m andh
m are atomless.‘, h
Proof. Since m g l and l is atomless, m is atomless, too. Since‘, h ‘, h
m s n q m , n g r g l, and m g l, we obtain m g l. Therefore,h h ‘, h h ‘, h h
m is atomless since l is so.h
LEMMA 5.5. Let r g l, V be a l-atom, T be m-chained, and f , g g T
Žw x.with f F g. Then m s m and m f , g is con¤ex.‘
Proof. n is atomless by Proposition 4.6. Therefore, r is atomless by
Proposition 4.5. Since r g l and V is a l-atom, we obtain r s 0. Hence
w x w Ž .x Žw x.n s 0 and m s m . It follows from 1, 3.1.7 or 2, 5.3 b that m f , g is‘ ‘
convex. But we will also give an elementary proof of this fact. Since by
Ž . Ž .Proposition 2.7 b any function of T is C T -measurable and V is a
w xl-atom, any function of T is l-a.e. constant. Let a , b g 0, 1 such
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that f x s a l-a.e. and g x s b l-a.e. Then a F b , m f s al V ,
Ž . Ž .and m g s bl V . Let a F g F b. Since T is m-chained, for every «
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5 Ž .) 0 there are f , . . . , f g T with f s f F ??? F f s g and m f y0 n 0 n i
Ž .5 w x Ž .m f F « . Let a g 0, 1 such that f x s a l-a.e. Then for some i,iy1 i i i
Ž .5 Ž .5we have a F g and g y a l V F « . It follows that for n g N, therei i
1w x w x Ž .are h g f , g and g g g y , g such that h x s g l-a.e. Thenn n n nn
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .h [ sup h g f , g , h x s g l-a.e., and m h s gl V .n
Žw x.LEMMA 5.6. If T is m-chained and l s 0, then m f , g is con¤ex for
f , g g T with f F g.
Žw x.  Ž .Proof. Put A [ supp f and B [ supp g. Then m f , g s r M :
Ž . 4 Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4M g C T , A ; M ; B s r A q r M : M g C T , M ; B_ A . The
 Ž . Ž . 4assertion now follows from the fact that r M : M g C T , M ; B_ A is
convex by the classical Lyapunov Convexity Theorem.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.7. Let V be a countable decomposition of V in C Tn ng I
Žw x.and f , g g T with f F g. If m f x , g x is con¤ex for e¤ery n g I, thenV Vn n
Žw x.m f , g is con¤ex.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the following equality,
which holds by Proposition 2.9:
w xm f , g s m f x , g xŽ . Ž .Ý V Vn n
ngI
[ m h : h g f x , g x for any n g I .Ž .Ý n n V V½ 5n n
ngI
We now prove the implication ¥ of Theorem 5.1. Let T be m-chained
and f , g g T with f F g. By the Lebesgue decomposition theorem, there
Ž .are s-additive measures r , r : C T “ G such that r s r q r , r g l,1 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and r H l. Let V g N l such that V_V g N r , and A be2 1 1 2 n ng I
a family of disjoint l-atoms contained in V_V such that V [1 2
Ž . Žw x.V_V _D A does not contain any l-atom. The sets m f x , g x ,1 ng I n V V1 1
Žw .x Žw x.m f x , g x , and m f x , g x for n g I are convex, respectively, byV V A A2 2 n n
Lemma 5.6, by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, and by Lemma 5.5. Now we conclude
Žw x.with Lemma 5.7 that m f , g is convex.
Thus far, we have been silent about compactness. The following example
shows that the range of a T -measure m on a T -tribe T is, in general, nots s
compact, even when T is m-chained.
w xEXAMPLE 5.8. Let T be the space of 0, 1 -valued Lebesgue measurable
w x w xfunctions on 0, 1 , l the Lebesgue measure on 0, 1 , and m be defined by
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . Ž .m f [ yH f x dx q l supp f . Then, for any s g 0, ‘ , T is a T -tribe,0 s
Ž .m is a T -measure, and T is m-chained. But m T is not compact. Indeed,s
Ž . Ž .sup m f s 1 and for all f g T, we have m f - 1.f g T
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THEOREM 5.9. Let l g N, and m: T “ R l be a T -measure on a T -tribes s
Ž .such that T, d is complete. Then its range is compact.m
ŽProof. It follows from Theorem 3.10 that under the completeness
.assumption there is a linear integral measure m and a support measure n‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xsuch that m s m q n and m T s m T q n T . Invoke 2, 5.3 and the‘ ‘
Lyapunov Convexity Theorem for s-additive measures on s-algebras to
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..derive that m T and n T s r C T are compact and so is the sum‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .m T s m T q n T .‘
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